
99 學年度第 2 學期課程大綱/ Spring 2010 Course Description 

 

授課教師/ Instructor：  鮑曉鷗 Jose Eugenio Borao Mateo  

課程名稱/ Course name：  西班牙流行文化  Spanish Pop Culture 

課號/ Course number：    122 U 2290 

班次/ Section number：   

學分數/ Credit hour：     2 credits / 2 weekly hours 

 

課程目標   Course Objectives 

The main aim is to introduce the most famous manifestations of the Spanish Pop Culture, both 

traditional and modern, including also some references to the Spanish political system as a way 

of understanding the political background of culture. 

 

課程概述   Course Description 

This course will present in a critical way the classical Spanish cultural manifestations as 

flamenco, bullfighting, traditional feasts (Feria de Abril, las Fallas, Sanfermines, etc.), religious 

manifestations (Holy Week), etc. and also counter-cultural manifestations of modern society, in 

order to understand the variety of Spanish culture, not only in content but also geographically 

speaking. The materials of the course will be read and discussed during the class. Students´ 

participation is expected and a formal presentation on one of the topic of the syllabus or other 

one the student is interested in. 

 

課程要求   Requirements 

The requirements are to have studied Spanish II or to have a good command of Spanish, 

regardless how they have been acquired. 

 

參考書目 Textbook and References 

The main material is given by the professor the first day of class; this is a notebook in Spanish 

of 120 pages titled Cultura Popular Española (2010). It is fully illustrated, and it will be used 

during classes, and to prepare the exams. Sometimes this material will be complemented in 

class with a PowerPoint presentation of some documentaries. Each chapter has at the end a 

bibliography of materials available in NTU Main Library that might help the students in their 

presentation. 

 

評量方式   Grading 

(“mid term exam”):   First exam:        40% 

(“final exam”):   Second exam:       40% 

Participation in class, presentations, etc. 30% 
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進度  Syllabus  

 

第  1 週  25-Feb Toros 

第  2 週  04-Mar Sanfermines 

第  3 週  11-Mar Flamenco  

第  4 週  18-Mar  Las Fallas 

第  5 週  25-Mar Sevillanas 

第  6 週 01-Apr La Feria de Abril en Sevilla 

第  7 週  08-Apr La Semana Santa 

第  8 週  15-Apr Students’ presentations 

第  9 週  22-Apr Sant Jordi y Catalunya 

第 10 週  29-Apr Exam 

第 11 週  06-Apr Fútbol 

第 12 週  13-May Gastronomía y vinos 

第 13 週  20-May Mercado del arte español contemporáneo (ARCO) 

第 14 週  27-May Contracultura (graffity, etc.) 

第 15 週  03-Jun Spanish politics-I 

第 16 週  10-Jun Spanish politics-II 

第 17 週  17-Jun Students’ presentations 

第 18 週  24-Jun Exam 

 


